ALL PIPEWORK TO BE WHITE PLASTIC

EXTERNAL FINISH:  FLAT SIDED MILD STEEL
CORNER LIFTING POINTS
STAIRCASE BRACKET FITTED: YES

COLOUR:       MAT BLACK (RAL 9005)

INTERNAL FINISH: FLOOR COVERING: 2mm VINYL (GRAPHITE GREY)
WALLS: VINYL FACED PLASTERBOARD WHITE DOLOMITE
CEILING: VINYL FACED PLASTERBOARD WHITE DOLOMITE
SKIRTING & TOP LATH: WHITE PVC / BLACK SIT ON SKIRT TO WC

INSULATION:
WALLS: 80mm CLADDING ROLL
CEILING: SPRAY FOAM
FLOOR: UNDERDRAWN c/w 80mm CLADDING ROLL

APPROVAL OF LAYOUT

ANY COST OR TIME DELAYS ARISING FROM CHANGES AFTER LAYOUT APPROVAL WILL BE CHARGEABLE TO THE CLIENT.

WORK WILL NOT COMMENCE ON THIS PROJECT UNTIL A SIGNED DRAWING INDICATING APPROVAL OF LAYOUT IS RECEIVED.
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